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Abstract—Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs)
have emerged as a promising solution for securing
resource-constrained embedded devices such as RFID
tokens. PUFs use the inherent physical differences of
every chip to either securely authenticate the chip or
generate cryptographic keys without the need of nonvolatile memory. However, PUFs have shown to be
vulnerable to model building attacks if the attacker
has access to challenge and response pairs. In these
model building attacks, machine learning is used to
determine the internal parameters of the PUF to build
an accurate software model. Nevertheless, PUFs are
still a promising building block and several protocols
and designs have been proposed that are believed to
be resistant against machine learning attacks. In this
paper we take a closer look at two such protocols,
one based on reverse fuzzy extractors [10] and one
based on pattern matching [15], [17]. We show that
it is possible to attack these protocols using machine
learning despite the fact that an attacker does not have
access to direct challenge and response pairs. The introduced attacks demonstrate that even highly obfuscated
responses can be used to attack PUF protocols. Hence,
our work shows that even protocols in which it would
be computationally infeasible to compute enough challenge and response pairs for a direct machine learning
attack can be attacked using machine learning.
Index Terms—Physical Unclonable Functions, Machine Learning, Reverse Fuzzy Extractor, Evolution
Strategies

I. Introduction
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) have gained
wide-spread attention in the research community as a
new cryptographic primitive for hardware security applications. PUFs make use of the fact that two manufactured computer chips are never completely identical
due to process variations. A PUF exploits these process
variations to build a unique identity for every chip. There
are many applications for which PUFs can be used. Two
prominent examples are its use in challenge-and-response
protocols to authenticate devices as well as for secure key
generation and storage. Securely storing a cryptographic
key in embedded devices in a way that they are resistant to
physical attacks such as probing, reverse-engineering and
side-channel attacks is extremely difficult. By using PUFs,
no key needs to be stored in non-volatile memory since the
secret is instead derived from internal physical characteristics which are hard to measure from the outside. This

makes PUFs a very promising technology for embedded
security applications.
A PUF usually gets a challenge and answers with a
response that depends on its process variation. PUFs can
be classified into two categories: weak PUFs and strong
PUFs. In a weak PUF, the number of challenges the
PUF can accept is very limited so that an attacker can
try all possible challenges and store their corresponding
responses. This way an attacker could easily forge the PUF
by replacing the PUF with a simple memory look-up. A
strong PUF on the other hand has a challenge space that
is large enough so that it is computationally infeasible
to try and store all possible challenges. Strong PUFs can
be used in challenge-and-response protocols as well as for
secure key generation. A weak PUF cannot be used for
challenge-and-response protocols, but can still be used for
secure key generation. Note that the terminology strong
PUF and weak PUF might falsely give the impression
that a strong PUF is “better” than a weak PUF. However,
this terminology only defines the challenge space without
judging the PUF’s reliability, uniqueness or other security
properties.
Current strong PUF designs face two big problems that
are related: they suffer from unreliability [12] and are
prone to machine learning attacks [18], [19]. In an ideal
case, a PUF always generates the same response for a
given challenge. However, due to environmental effects and
thermal noise, the response to the same challenge can vary.
In practice, PUF protocols therefore either need to allow
for a few false response bits or need error correction codes
to correct the faulty responses. The second problem is that
most strong PUFs can be modeled in software and the
needed parameters to model a specific PUF instance can
be determined using machine learning techniques if challenge and response pairs are known to the attacker [18].
To overcome this problem, new protocols and designs
have been proposed that are believed to be resistant
against machine learning attacks. Furthermore, some of
these protocols actually make use of the fact that model
building attacks on delay based PUFs are possible so that
the verifier can build software models of the PUF. During
a set-up phase, challenge and response pairs are revealed
and an accurate software model of the PUF is constructed
using machine learning techniques. After the set-up phase
direct access to the PUF is permanently disabled and
an authentication protocol is used that does not directly
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reveal the challenge and response pairs. Two prominent
examples of PUF based authentication protocols are the
reverse fuzzy extractor based protocol by van Herrewege et
al. [10] and a pattern matching based protocol by Majzoobi et al. [15], [17]. These PUF protocols can be
implemented very efficiently in terms of area and power.
Hence, they are very promising alternatives to traditional
cryptography for constrained devices such as RFID tokens
or medical implants.

A. Our Contribution and Outline
The main contribution of this paper is to show how
powerful machine learning attacks can be and that for
a security analysis of a PUF protocol it is not enough
to show that an attacker does not have access to direct
challenges and response pairs. We show this by attacking
two PUF protocols as case studies, the reverse fuzzy
extractor based protocol by van Herrewege et al. [10] and
the Slender PUF protocol based on pattern matching [15],
[17].
It was shown using empirical tests that given a certain
number of challenge and responses a PUF can be modeled
with a certain accuracy. However, a common mistake is
that a false conclusion is drawn from these empirical
results: It is assumed that to attack a PUF a certain
number of direct challenge and responses is needed. While
such tests might tell us the model accuracy that can be
achieved if we have a certain number of direct challenge
and responses, it does not mean that we need direct
challenge and responses for machine learning attacks. In
this paper we demonstrate, by attacking the Slender PUF
protocol and the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol, that
other information can be used instead. In both cases only
obfuscated responses in the form of a padded substring or
helper data of an error correction code are used to perform
successful machine learning attacks. The attack on the
reverse fuzzy extractor protocol also shows that not only
information about the value of response bits can be used
for attacking a protocol, but also the information about
the reliability of response bits. Since this information is
often provided by the helper data of error correction codes,
this attack is of importance for many different protocols
and systems.
In the next Section an introduction to Arbiter PUFs is
given and the ES-based machine learning algorithm which
is used to attack the PUF protocols is introduced. In Section III two machine learning attacks on the reverse fuzzy
extractor protocol are described: One machine learning
attack that directly uses eavesdropped helper data and
one attack that uses the reliability information provided
by the helper data when the same challenges are used more
than once. Section IV shows that both the conference as
well as the journal version of the Slender PUF protocol
can be attacked using ES-based machine learning attacks.
The implications of these attacks are summarized in the
conclusion.

II. Background
The Arbiter PUF is the most popular electrical strong
PUF in the literature and most PUF protocols are based
on Arbiter PUFs or similar structures.
A. Arbiter PUF
The basic idea of the Arbiter PUF [13] is to apply a
race signal to two identical delay paths and determine
which of the two paths is faster. The two paths have an
identical layout so that the delay difference ∆D between
the two signals mainly depends on process variations.
This dependency on process variations ensures that each
chip has a unique delay behavior. The Arbiter PUF gets
a challenge as its input which defines the exact paths
the race signals take. Figure 1 shows the schematic of
an Arbiter PUF. It consists of a top and bottom signal
that is fed through delay stages. Each individual delay
stage consists of two 2-bit multiplexers (MUXes) that
have identical layouts and that both get the bottom and
top signals as inputs. If the challenge bit for the current
stage is ’1’, the multiplexers switch the top and bottom
signals, otherwise the two signals are not switched. Each
transistor in the multiplexers has a slightly different delay
characteristic due to process variations and hence the
delay difference between the top and bottom signal is
different for a ’1’ and a ’0’. This way, the race signal
can take many different paths: an n-stage Arbiter PUF
has 2n different paths the race signals can take. However,
challenges that only differ in a few bits have a very similar
behavior so that an Arbiter PUF does not necessarily have
2n unique challenges. An Arbiter at the end of the PUF
determines which of the two signals is faster. The arbiter
consists of two cross-coupled AND gates which form a
latch and has an output of ’1’ if the top signal arrives
first and ’0’ if the bottom signal is the first to arrive. The
arbiter can have a slight bias so that the PUF result might
be slightly biased towards ’0’ or ’1’.

Fig. 1.

Schematic of an n-bit Arbiter PUF.

To increase the resistance of Arbiter PUFs against
machine learning attacks it is proposed to add a non-linear
element to the PUF design. One of the most common
methods to add non-linearity to a PUF design is the XOR
Arbiter PUF. In a k-XOR Arbiter PUF, k PUF instances
are placed on the chip. Each of the PUF instances gets
the same challenge and the responses of the k PUFs
are XORed to build the final response bits. While the
machine learning resistance increases by XORing more
PUFs, adding additional PUF instances also increases the
area overhead of the design. Furthermore, the XOR PUFs
become increasingly unreliable the more PUFs are XORed.
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Hence, in practice only a small number of PUFs can be
used to build an XOR Arbiter PUF.
B. Modeling an Arbiter PUF
The response of an n-stage Arbiter PUF is determined
by the delay difference ∆D between the top and bottom
signal. This delay difference is simply the sum of the delay
differences of the individual stages. The delay difference of
each stage depends on the corresponding challenge bit ci .
Hence, there are two delay differences per stage, δ0,i for
challenge ci = 0 and δ1,i for ci = 1. This way the PUF can
be modeled using 2 · n parameters. However, there exists
a more efficient way of modeling an n-stage Arbiter PUF
using only n + 1 parameters [18]. A PUF instance can be
described by the delay vector w
~ = (w1 , ..., wn+1 ) with:
w1 = δ0,1 − δ1,1 ,

(1a)

wi = δ0,i−1 + δ1,i−1 + δ0,i − δ1,i for 2 ≤ i ≤ n,

(1b)

wn+1 = δ0,n + δ1,n

(1c)

The delay difference ∆D at the end of the arbiter is the
result of the scalar multiplication of the transposed delay
~ that is derived from the
vector w
~ with a feature vector Φ
challenge c:
~
∆D = w
~T Φ
(2)
~ is derived from the challenge vector
The feature vector Φ
~c as follows:
n
Y
(−1cl ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Φi =
(3)
l=i
Φn+1 = 1
Modeling a PUF in this way can significantly decrease
the simulation time and also reduces the parameters that
need to be known to n + 1. It was shown in the past how
these parameters can be computed (approximated) easily
using different machine learning techniques. In practice,
only a few hundred challenge and response pairs are
needed to model an Arbiter PUF with a predication rate
very close to the reliability of the attacked PUF [11].
C. Evolution Strategies
Evolution Strategies (ES) is a widely used machine
learning technique that gets its inspiration from the evolution theory. In evolution, a species can adapt itself to
environmental changes by means of natural selection, also
called survival of the fittest. In every generation, only
the fittest specimen survive and reproduce, while the
weak specimen die and hence do not reproduce. Since the
specimen of the next generation inherit the genes of the
fittest specimen of the previous generation, the species
continuously improves.
In ES-based machine learning attacks on PUFs, the
same principle of survival of the fittest is used. As discussed in the previous Section, a PUF instance can be
described by its delay vector w. The goal of a machine
learning attack on an Arbiter PUF is to find a delay vector

w that most precisely resembles the real PUF instance.
The main idea of an ES machine learning attack is to
generate random PUF instances and check which of these
PUF instances are the fittest, i.e., which PUF instances
resemble the real PUF model the best. These fittest PUF
instances are kept as parents for the next generation
while the other PUF instances are discarded. In the next
generation, children are generated using the parent’s delay
vectors together with some random mutations, i.e., some
random modifications of the delay vectors. From these
child instances the fittest instances are determined again
and kept for the next generation as parent instances. This
process is repeated for many generations in which the PUF
instances gradually improve and resemble the real PUF
behavior more and more.
To be able to perform an ES machine learning attack
two requirements are needed: 1) It needs to be possible
to describe a PUF instance with a vector w and 2) a
fitness test is needed that, given the delay vectors w, can
determine which instances are the fittest.
Since arbiter based PUFs can be modeled using the
delay vector w, whether or not an ES machine learning
attack is feasible depends on requirement 2), whether or
not a fitness test for these PUF models exist. Typically,
the used fitness test for an Arbiter PUF is the model
accuracy A between the l measured responses R from
the physical PUF and the computed responses R0 of the
PUF instance under test. The model accuracy can be
computed by computing the average hamming distance
HD() between the two response strings:
A=

HD(R0 , R)
l

(4)

The PUF instances with the highest model accuracies
are considered the fittest. This fitness test can be used
whenever the attacker has access to challenge and response
pairs.
There exist many variants of ES machine learning algorithms that mainly differ in how many parents are kept
in each generation, how the children are derived from the
parents and how the random mutation is controlled. Typically, the mutation is done my adding a random Gaussian
variable N (0, σ) to each parameter. Different approaches
exist how the mutation parameter σ is controlled. The
closer the PUF instances are to the optimal solution, the
smaller σ should be. One approach to control σ is to
deterministically decrease σ in every generation. In selfadaption on the other hand, the mutation parameters
adapt themselves depending on how the machine learning
algorithm is currently performing. In this paper we use Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA-ES) with the default
parameters provided in [9]. CMA-ES uses recombination,
i.e., one child instance depends on several parent instances.
It also uses self-adaption, i.e. the mutation strength is not
controlled deterministically but adapts itself depending on
how the ES algorithm is performing. In our experiments,
CMA-ES outperformed the (µ/γ)-ES used in [18] for
attacking XOR Arbiter PUFs and the self adoption makes
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the algorithm perform very well for different noise levels.
III. Attacking Reverse Fuzzy Extractor PUF
protocol
Van Herrewege et al. proposed a PUF based mutual
authentication protocol based on a so called reverse fuzzy
extractor [10]. The protocol has many similarities to
a controlled PUF [7]. The main idea is to not directly
reveal the PUF responses during the authentication phase.
Instead, only the helper data of an error correction code
of the PUF response is transmitted to the verifier. By
only revealing the helper data, the protocol is supposed to
be resistant against machine learning attacks. However,
we will show that it is possible to use this helper data
to attack the PUF protocol. In the following, we first
introduce the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol and then
discuss possible attacks on the design.
A. Reverse Fuzzy Extractor Protocol
The protocol’s security is based on building a secure
sketch using a fuzzy extractor. Since PUF responses can
be unreliable, fuzzy extractors and secure sketches have
been proposed for secure and reliable PUF-based key
generation [6]. Van Herrewege et al. extended this idea
to build a reverse fuzzy extractor that can be used in a
very lightweight challenge and response protocol. Fuzzy
extractors are built on error correction codes. An error
correction code typically consists of two functions, a generation function h = Gen(r) that generates the helper
data h for a PUF response r and a reproduction function
r = Rep(h, r0 ) that recovers the response r given the
helper data h and a noisy response r0 . In a controlled
PUF, both Gen as well as Rep are executed on the PUF
token. However, Rep is usually computationally expensive.
The key idea of the reverse fuzzy extractor is to avoid
the need of the computational expensive Rep function
on the token side and outsource it to the verifier. This
makes the protocol considerably more lightweight and a
very promising solution for constrained devices such as an
RFID tag.
The protocol is a mutual authentication protocol, i.e.,
the two participating parties authenticate each other.
The two parties in this protocol are the token with the
embedded PUF and the verifier. The protocol is based on
a generation function Gen and reproduction function Rep.
Given a PUF response string r, the token computes the
helper data h = Gen(r). This helper data can be used
by the verifier with a noisy response r0 to recover r using
the reproduction function Rep with r = Rep(h, r0 ) as long
as the hamming distance between r and r0 is below the
error correction threshold t. If the response r0 is too noisy,
i.e., HD(r, r0 ) > t, the reproduction phase can fail and
r 6= Rep(h, r0 ).
In [10], the syndrome construction of the BCH(n,k,t)
error correction code with n=255, k=21, and t=55 is used
for the generation phase. BCH is a very common error
correction code that has been proposed for various PUF

applications before, e.g. in [21], [8], [1], [14]. The syndrome
construction consists of a matrix multiplication of an nbit PUF response r with the transpose of the n × (n − k)
parity check matrix H of the used BCH error correcting
code.
h = Gen(r) = r × H T
(5)
The BCH(255,21,55) error correcting code can correct
up to 55 erroneous bits of a n = 255 bit PUF response
using n − k = 234 bit helper data h. In the reproduction
function, an error vector e is computed by decoding the
syndrome s = h − r0 × H T using the decoding algorithm
of the used BCH code. This error vector e is subtracted
from r0 to recover r.
s = h − r0 × H T

(6a)

e = Dec(s)

(6b)

r = r0 − e

(6c)

Due to the special form of the parity check matrix
H of the BCH code, the matrix multiplication r × H T
can be computed very efficiently using a single LFSR.
This makes the generation function extremely lightweight
in hardware. In contrast, the decoding of the syndrome
s is computationally much more complex. However, the
decoding is only needed for the reproduction function and
is outsourced from the computationally restricted token
to verifier. This is the key feature that makes the reverse
fuzzy extractor more lightweight than e.g. a controlled
PUF that uses BCH for error correction.
The protocol consists of two phases, an initialization
phase that is used once to set up the protocol and an
authentication phase. In the initialization phase the verifier generates random challenges ci and sends these to the
token. The token computes the responses ri = P U F (ci )
and directly sends these responses to the verifier who
stores them in a database. At the end of the initialization
phase, the initialization phase is permanently disabled so
that the token never again directly reveals challenge and
response pairs.
The authentication protocol is depicted in Table I. The
authentication process is started by the verifier with an
authentication request to the token. The token replies with
an ID and the verifier then chooses a random nonce N
and selects q challenge and response pairs ci , ri from the
database. The verifier sends the q challenges ci together
with the nonce N to the token. The token computes the
responses ri0 using its PUF, i.e., ri0 = P U F (ci ). In the next
step the token computes the syndromes hi = Gen(ri0 ) using the generation function Gen. The token computes the
hash a = Hash(ID, N, r10 , .., rq0 , h1 , .., hq ) and transmits
a and h1 , .., hq to the verifier. The verifier computes ri0
using the helper data hi and the stored responses ri with
ri0 = Rep(ri , hi ). If a 6= Hash(ID, N, r10 , .., rq0 , h1 , .., hq )
the verifier rejects the authentication and aborts. Otherwise the verifier computes b = Hash(a, r10 , ..., rq0 ) and sends
b to the prover. The prover accepts the authentication if
b = Hash(a, r10 , ..., rq0 ).
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TABLE I
Reverse Fuzzy Extractor Protocol
Token
ID, physical PUF

Verifier
ID0 , (c1 , r1 ), .., (cq , rq ))
auth

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ID

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

if ID0 =
6 ID reject and abort
N ∈R {0, 1}l

c1 ,..,cq ,N

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ri0 ← P U F (ci )
hi ← Gen(ri0 )
a ← Hash(ID, N, r10 , .., rq0 , h1 , .., hq )

h1 ,..,hq ,a

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ri0 ← Rep(ri , hi )
a0 ← Hash(ID, N, r10 , .., rq0 , h1 , .., hq )
if a0 6= a reject and abort
b ← Hash(a, r10 , .., rq0 )
b

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
if Hash(a, r10 , .., rq0 ) 6= b reject and abort

B. Discussion
The security proof provided in [10] relies on the fact that
the syndrome construction is a secure sketch as defined
in [3]. For every syndrome h there are 2k possible responses
r with h = Gen(r). Each of the responses is equally likely.
Therefore, an attacker cannot recover direct challengeand-response pairs with a probability higher than 2k for
a given h. This is also true if the attacker has access
to multiple different syndromes for noisy responses of
the same challenge. The reason for this is that multiple
syndromes do not carry information about the value of the
response bits, but only the positions of the bit errors. This
means that given multiple helper data for noisy responses,
the attacker only learns which bits have flipped, but not
the value of the flipped bits. Therefore, an attacker cannot
determine the response for a challenge even if he has access
to multiple different helper data for the same challenge.
Since it is impossible to recover the correct response
from helper data from the same challenge, the protocol is
assumed to be secure against model building attacks [10].
However, we will show that the protocol can still be
attacked. The main reason is that the starting assumption
that for a model building attack an attacker needs to know
challenge and response pairs turns out to be wrong. The
helper data leaks enough information to attack the PUF
using an ES-based machine learning attack. Furthermore,
while multiple different helper data for the same challenge
do not reveal the response, they indicate which response
bits are unstable. Using the unreliability information to
attack Arbiter PUFs has recently been proposed as a fault
attack in [2]. Hence, the unreliability information provided
by the helper data can be used to model arbiter PUFs
using machine learning.
Furthermore, the security analysis only considered how
much information was leaked by helper data from a
single challenge and did not consider related challenges.
In the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol [10] an LFSR is
used to generate the individual n subchallenges from the
master challenge. However, this approach to generated

subchallenges is very problematic, as recently pointed out
by Delvaux et al. in [4]. An attacker can send related
challenges to the token to be able to recover the response
bits. A single challenge c1 actually consists of 255 64-bit
subchallenges c1,1 , c1,2 , .., c1,255 . These subchallenges are
computed using a 64-bit LFSR with c1,1 being equal to the
initial state of the LFSR. For each subchallenge, the LFSR
is clocked 64 times. Assume the attacker has sent challenge
c1,1 as a master challenge to the token. The token will
then use c1,1 , c1,2 , .., c1,255 as the subchallenges to compute
r1 = r1,1 , r1,2 , .., r1,255 and the corresponding helper data
h1 = r1 × H T .
In the next step the attacker sends challenge c1,2
as the master challenge to the token. The token will
now use the challenges c1,2 , c1,3 , .., c1,256 to get response
r1,2 , r1,3 , .., r1,256 and the corresponding helper data h2 .
This gives the attacker a system of linear equations with
256 unknowns and 255 × 2 = 510 equations:
h1 = (r1,1 , r1,2 , .., r1,255 ) × H T

(7a)

T

(7b)

h2 = (r1,2 , r1,3 , .., r1,256 ) × H

The attacker can simply solve this over-defined system of linear equations to recover the response bits
r1,1 , .., r1,256 . Hence, due to the challenge generator an attacker can very easily compute the challenge and responses
by sending a second related challenge to the token. In
practice, PUF responses might be unstable so that a few
errors might occur. However, this makes the attack only
slightly more difficult and an attacker can average over
multiple responses to reduce or eliminate these errors.
We would like to note that this problem is due to the
specific implementation of the challenge generator. In particular, this problem occurred because the authors did not
consider chosen challenge and related challenge attacks.
LFSRs are very popular for challenge generation due to
their lightweight nature. However, this attack illustrates
how dangerous it can be if the challenge generator is
only chosen for performance reasons. A good challenge
generator should make it computationally infeasible for an
attacker to apply related challenges to the PUF. Since the
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reverse fuzzy protocol uses a hash function, one possible fix
could be to use this hash function with secure padding to
generate the subchallenges. This way the related challenge
attack from [4] can be defeated.
C. Direct ES machine learning attacks on helper data
In this section we will discuss how to attack the protocol
using an ES-based machine learning attack with the helper
data as input. Recall that in an ES machine learning attack
we need a fitness test that can determine which of a given
set of PUF models resembles the correct PUF model the
best. Typically, known challenge and response pairs are
used to compute the model accuracy which then serves
as a fitness metric. However, the direct responses are not
available in the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol and we
therefore need a different fitness test based on the helper
data.
Assume that the PUF models we test in our ES machine
learning algorithm have an accuracy large enough so that
the hamming distance between the modeled response r0
and the correct response r is HD(r0 , r) < t. Then an
attacker can compute the syndrome h0 = Gen(r0 ) and
compute the error vector e = Dec(h−h0 ). This error vector
e directly reveals the hamming distance between r and r0
since e = r − r0 . Hence, once the PUF models are accurate
enough that the hamming distance between the modeled
PUF responses and the measured PUF responses is below
t, it is easy to determine the fitness of the PUF models.
The question is if we can also find a fitness test for PUF
models with hamming distances larger than t. Our solution
is rather simple. Assume that we have l challenges ci and
their corresponding helper data hi . For every helper data
hi we compute all 2k = 221 responses ri,j for which hi =
Gen(ri,j ) = ri,j × H T holds true. Then we compute the
modeled responses ri0 using the delay vector w of the PUF
model P U F 0 under test with ri0 = P U F 0 (ci ). In the next
step we compute the minimum hamming distance between
all possible ri,j and the modeled response ri0 .
fi = minj=1,..,2k {HD(ri,j , ri0 )}

(8)

The fitness
Pf of a PUF model is then simply given by the
sum f =
fi . The smaller f , the fitter the PUF model.
When the PUF model accuracy is very low, it is likely that
for the computation of fi the wrong response candidate ri,j
is used, i.e., ri 6= ri,j . In this case the fitness value fi is
misleading. However, the higher the model accuracy and
the more inputs are used, the more likely it becomes that
the correct PUF model is chosen as the fittest.
We have simulated the attack using a simulated 64bit Arbiter PUF and 7 inputs, each consisting of 234-bit
helper data corresponding to a 255 response string. Note
that q = 7 is the default value of the reverse fuzzy protocol
and hence a single execution of the authentication protocol
reveals 7 inputs. To measure the resulting model accuracy
we used 10k challenges and responses as a reference set.
The results of the attack are shown in Figure 2. ES
machine learning attacks are non-deterministic. Given the

same input, the algorithm can lead to different results.
From 100 runs with the same inputs, 24 runs were successful and achieved a model accuracy of at least 96%.
In a second experiment we applied Gaussian noise to the
delay values so that 5% of the responses flipped, to test
the impact of noise to our attack. The number of successful
tries decreased only slightly from 24 runs without noise to
19 runs with 5% noise. A single run with 7 inputs took
around 23 minutes using around 16 cores on a cluster.
From Figure 3 and 4 one can see that once a PUF
model accuracy of more than about ≈ 60% is achieved,
the attack is successful and the model accuracy quickly
increases to 98%. This is due to the fact that for small
model accuracies the fitness value f is not very meaningful.
This is due to the fact that for model accuracies lower than
60% it is more likely that ri,j 6= ri , i.e., that the min()
function chooses the wrong index and hence adds noise to
the fitness function. The higher the model accuracy, the
less likely it is that a wrong index is chosen and hence
the noise in the fitness function decreases. This can be
observed in Figure 4, since once a run achieves a certain
fitness value, the run converges to a near optimal solution.
This is the reason why a run either did not converge
and stayed below 60% accuracy, or it did converge and
resulted in model accuracies of around 98%. We also tested
the attack against 128-bit Arbiter PUFs. While for small
number of inputs the attack was not successful we were
able to model a 128-bit Arbiter PUF with 200 inputs.
From 15 runs, two achieved a model accuracy of more
than 98% after 500 generations while the other runs did
not converge. A single run with 500 generations took
about 210 minutes. Hence, larger Arbiter PUFs increase
the attack complexity but cannot prevent the machine
learning attack. Nevertheless, attacking the reverse fuzzy
extractor protocol is considerably harder than attacking
plain Arbiter PUFs. Furthermore, the attack complexity is
directly related to k. Increasing k also increases the attack
complexity and hence for large values of k (e.g. k > 80) the
attack would become computationally infeasible. To show
the impact of the parameter choice of the BCH code we
performed some experiments with different k and n values
for a 64-stage Arbiter PUF. The results are summarized
in Table II. The experiments show that when k and n are
chosen so that the resulting error correction rate t/n is
similar, both the convergence rate as well as the achieved
model accuracy is similar. However, especially for larger
values of k the computation time and hence the attack
complexity increases significantly. Hence, by either using
a more secure PUF as a building block or by choosing
a much larger BCH code the attack could be prevented.
However, we will introduce in the next section another
attack on the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol that is
independent of BCH parameters.
D. ES machine learning attack using noisy responses
The information for which challenges the PUF is unreliable, i.e., for which challenges the response might flip
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TABLE II
Result of CMA-ES on the helper data of the reverse fuzzy extractor when used with a 64-stage Arbiter PUF for
different BCH(k,n,t) codes. The parameter k denotes the data bits, n the response length, and t the number of errors the
code can correct. The presented results are averaged over attacks on 20 or more different PUF instances.
k

n

t

21
15
10

255
127
63

55
27
13

used
inputs
7
14
28

used
responses
1785
1778
1764

Fig. 2. Result of CMA-ES on the reverse fuzzy extractor using
7 inputs, i.e., 7 syndromes on simulated responses from a 64-bit
Arbiter PUF. The model accuracy was computed using 10k reference
challenge and responses. 100 runs with the same challenges and
PUF instance were performed from which 24 runs achieved a model
accuracy of more than 96%.

needed
runs
3.6
3.3
3.3

average
accuracy
97.5%
97.7%
97.6%

average
attack time
88.5m
10.6m
7.8m

contains valuable information from an attacker’s perspective. Becker et al. [2] proposed a fault attack on controlled
PUFs that uses the information which challenge bits are
unstable under voltage variations to build an accurate
PUF model. For this attack, the attacker only needs
to know which challenges are unstable, i.e., for which
challenges the response might flip due to environmental or
thermal noise. The response bits on the other hand are not
needed for this attack to work. Delvaux et al. [5] used the
amount of bit flips under thermal noise in addition to the
response bits for a model building attack on an Arbiter
PUF. The main observation in both attacks is that the
closer the delay difference for a given challenge is to zero,
the more likely is it that the bit flips. On the other hand,
the larger the delay difference, the less likely it is that a
challenge bit flips. Figure 5 [2] shows the circuit-level simulated delay differences for different challenges of an 128bit Arbiter PUF. The delay differences are approximately
Gaussian and lie between roughly -100 ps and +100 ps.
When the supply voltage is changed from the default 1.1V
to 1V and 1.2V some of the challenges flipped, i.e., the
sign of the delay difference changed. These challenges are
highlighted in black. All flipped responses had a delay
difference between -13ps and +13ps. Hence, every flipped
bit gives us an important piece of information: the absolute
delay difference for this challenge is very likely smaller
than a threshold τ , where τ depends on the specific PUF
instance (13 ps in this example).

Fig. 3. Progression of 100 runs of the CMA-ES on the reverse fuzzy
extractor with 7 inputs and a 64-bit Arbiter PUF. The Y-axis shows
the achieved model accuracy after each generation.

Fig. 5. The delay difference in pico seconds of an 128-bit Arbiter
PUF for 49k different traces. Colored in blue are the delay differences
of all traces and in black are the delay differences for the traces whose
output flipped when the supply voltage was altered from 1.1V to 1V
and 1.2V.

Fig. 4. Progression of 100 runs of the CMA-ES on the reverse fuzzy
extractor with 7 inputs and a 64-bit Arbiter PUF. The Y-axis shows
the computed fitness value f after each generation.

It was demonstrated in [2] that an ES-based machine
learning algorithm can be used to build an accurate model
of an Arbiter PUF knowing only which responses are
unstable. The question is, how do we determine the bits
that are unreliable in the reverse Fuzzy extractor protocol?
As it turns out, the BCH code hands us this information
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on a silver platter: For a response r and a noisy response
r̃ with HD(r, r̃) < t and their corresponding public helper
data h and h̃, one simply has to compute the error vector
e from the reproduction function:
s = h − h̃

(9a)

e = Decode(s)

(9b)

Since e = r − r̃, the error vector tells us which bits
have flipped and which bits were stable. This is exactly the
information that is needed to perform a machine learning
based fault attack.
The used ES machine learning attack is very similar to
the attack described in the previous Section. The main
difference is the computation of the fitness test of the
PUF models. The input of the fitness test is not the helper
data hi , but the error vector ei that was computed from
multiple helper data for the same challenge under different
environmental conditions1 . To evaluate the fitness of a
PUF model, a modeled error vector e0 is computed for
every challenge. To do this, the delay difference for every
challenge is computed and if the delay difference is below
a threshold τ , a bit flip is expected. The measured error
vectors ei are then correlated with these modeled error
vectors e0i and the corresponding correlation coefficient
is used as a fitness indicator. Please note that the error
vector ei does not exactly match the modeled error vectors
e0i , since not all challenges whose delay value is below τ
necessarily flipped during the measurement (see Figure 5).
However, if the correct PUF model was used, the two error
vectors should be similar. In our experiments the correlation coefficient worked very well to test this similarity.
One open question is how to set the threshold value τ ,
since this value depends on the PUF instance as well as
the environmental conditions. A good solution is to simply
add τ to the parameters that are to be determined by
the ES machine learning algorithm. By making it part
of the machine learning parameters, the optimal value is
determined by the algorithm on the fly and does not need
to be chosen by the attacker.
We implemented this attack assuming that Gaussian
noise is added to the delay differences of each challenge.
We added Gaussian noise to the delay difference of each
challenge so that 5% of the responses flipped, i.e., for 5%
of the challenges the sign of the delay difference changed.
The results of the attack for a 64-stage Arbiter PUF are
depicted in Figure 6 and for a 128-stage Arbiter PUF in
Figure 7. While the number of needed traces is slightly
higher (14 input blocks instead of 7) compared to a direct
ES machine learning attack, the needed number of inputs
is still extremely small and the attack time is magnitudes
faster. The biggest advantage of the attack however is that
the attack is independent of the used BCH parameters as
long as all errors are corrected.
This is a significant difference to the direct ES machine
learning attack on the helper data. In the previous attack,
1 It is also possible to challenge the PUF using the same environmental conditions, since PUFs in practice also show some unreliability without changing environmental conditions.

Fig. 6. CMA-ES attack on a 64-stage Arbiter PUF based on the
information which bits have flipped. The responses were generated
by adding Gaussian noise to simulated delay values so that 5% of
the responses flipped. On the left Y-axis, the highest achieved model
accuracy from 100 runs with 800 generations each is shown. On the
right Y-axis the number of runs that converged, i.e., that achieved a
model accuracy of at least 90% is shown. The X-axis depicts the used
number of input blocks, each input block consisting of 255 response
bits.

Fig. 7. CMA-ES attack on 128-stage Arbiter based on the information of which bits have flipped. The responses were generated by
adding Gaussian noise to simulated delay values so that 5% of the
responses flipped. On the left Y-axis, the highest achieved accuracy
from 100 runs with 800 generations each are shown. On the right Yaxis the number of runs that converged, i.e., that achieved a model
accuracy of at least 90% are shown. The X-Axis depicts the used
number of input blocks, each input block consisting of 255 response
bits.

changing the parameters of the used BCH code and using
a different PUF as a building block might be able to
prevent the attack, since the attack complexity directly
depends on the used BCH code. However, changing the
parameters of the BCH code does not affect this attack.
The information of which bits are unstable will always be
leaked by the helper data of the reverse fuzzy extractor
protocol if the attacker can send the same challenge twice.
Please note that this is not a flaw in the used BCH codes
but is a fundamental flaw in the reverse fuzzy extractor
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concept. The ability to determine the error vector e given
two syndromes for the same challenge is needed for the
protocol execution.
While the attack from Section III-C can be prevented
by using codes with a larger k or PUF architectures that
are more resistant against model building attacks, this
attack exploits a fundamental weakness of the reverse
fuzzy extractor that cannot be easily fixed.The results
presented in this section also have consequences beyond
the reverse fuzzy extractor. Every protocol that uses BCH
codes or similar error correction codes that reveal information about which bits are unreliable need to carefully
consider these fault attacks. For example, the presented
results have direct impact on controlled PUFs since in
these systems the same error correction codes are used as
the reverse-fuzzy extractor. A summary of the different
attacks on the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol can be
found in Table III
IV. Attacking the Slender PUF Protocol
The Slender PUF protocol was first introduced in [15],
which we will refer to as the conference version and
has also been published with small modifications in [17],
which we will refer to as the journal version. The Slender
PUF protocol is based on pattern matching, which has
previously been proposed for correcting errors in PUF
based key generation [16].
The protocol enables a token (called prover in [15]) with
physical access to the PUF to authenticate itself to a
verifier. To do so, the verifier first builds an accurate model
of the PUF during an initialization phase. During this
initialization phase, the verifier receives direct challenge
and response pairs from the token which can be used
to build an accurate PUF model using machine learning.
After the verifier has built an accurate software model of
the PUF, the initialization phase is permanently disabled
and the token will never again directly reveal any challenge
and response pairs. Instead, the token only reveals a
permuted substring of the response bits. The protocol of
the conference version is shown in Table IV. The protocol
is started by the verifier by sending a nonce noncev to
the PUF. The token responds with a randomly generated
nonce noncet . The two nonces are used as a seed for a
pseudo random number generator (PRNG). This PRNG is
then used in step 4 to generate L challenges C. The token
computes the corresponding responses R using its physical
PUF instance, i.e. R=PUF(C). In step 6 the token randomly chooses an index ind, with 1 ≤ ind ≤ L, that points
to a location of the response string R. The index is used
to generate a substring W from the response string with a
predefined length Lsub , with W = Rind , .., Rind+Lsub . The
response string R is used in a circular manner, so that if
ind + Lsub > L, W = Rind , .., RL , R1 , ..Rind−Lsub .
This substring W is then sent to the verifier. The verifier
computes its own response string R0 using the software
model of the PUF with R0 =PUF_model(C). In the last
step the verifier uses the computed response string R0 to

search for the index ind0 which points to the substring
W 0 ⊂ R0 that has the smallest hamming distance to W :
ind0 = argminj=1,..,L (HD(Wj0 , W ))

(10a)
(
0
Rj0 , .., Rj+L
,
if j ≤ L − Lsub
sub −1
Wj0 =
0
0
, R10 , ..Rj+L
,
if
j > L − Lsub
Rj0 , .., RL
sub −L
(10b)
If the authentication is successful the index ind0 computed by the verifier should be equal to the token’s index
ind. Note that ideally R = R0 and hence the hamming
distance between the transmitted substring W and the
0
verifiers substring Wind
0 is 0. However, in practice R and
R0 will differ slightly due to inaccuracies in the verifiers
PUF model as well as noise in the physical PUF at
the token side. Therefore the token accepts a few false
response bits in the substring W . If the hamming distance
0
between Wind
0 and W is below an error threshold e,
0
HD(W, Wind
)
< e, then the authentication is successful.
0
Otherwise the authentication fails and the protocol needs
to be restarted.
TABLE IV
Conference version of the Slender PUF Protocol [15]
Token
physical PUF

Verifier
P U Fmodel
noncev

−
−−−−−−−
→
noncet
←−−−−−−−
C = G(noncev , noncet )
R = P U F (C)
W = SEL(ind, Lsub , R)

C = G(noncev , noncet )
R0 = P U Fmodel (C)
W

−−−−−−−→
T = match(R0 , W, e)
T =true?

TABLE V
Journal version of the Slender PUF Protocol [17]
Token
physical PUF

Verifier
P U Fmodel
noncev

−
−−−−−−−
→
noncet
←−−−−−−−
C = G(noncev , noncet )
R = P U F (C)
W = SEL(ind, Lsub , R)
P W = P AD(ind2 , W )

C = G(noncev , noncet )
R0 = P U Fmodel (C)
PW

−−−−−−−→
T = match(R0 , P W, e)
T =true?

For the journal version [17] the protocol was modified
slightly as can be seen in Table V. In the journal version
of the protocol, the substring W is not directly revealed.
Instead, a padding is applied to W and only the padded
substring P W is revealed. In the first step of the padding
process, Lpw random padding bits are generated. Then
a second random index ind2 is chosen with 1 ≤ ind2 ≤
Lpw and the string W is inserted into the padding bits
at position ind2 . This process is illustrated in Figure 8.
The padded substring P W is transmitted to the verifier.
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TABLE III
Summary of the machine learning attacks on the reverse fuzzy extractor protocol.
Attack type
direct CMA-ES
reliability based CMA-ES
direct CMA-ES
reliability based CMA-ES

PUF stages
64-bit
64-bit
128-bit
128-bit

maximum accuracy
97%
97%
99%
97%

Similarly to the conference version, the verifier uses the
simulated PUF output sequence R0 to find the substrings
W 0 and W . But due to the padding, the verifier does not
know W and hence has to test all Lpw possible substrings
Wk in addition to the L possible substrings Wj0 to find the
correct W and W 0 :
(ind1 , ind2 ) = argminj=1≤L,k=1≤Lpw (HD(Wj0 , Wk ))
If the hamming distance between the simulated substring
0
Wind
and the received substring Wind2 is below a certain
1
threshold, the authentication was successful.

Fig. 8. Generation of the substring W and P W for the case ind1 <
L − Lsub and for the case ind1 > L − Lsub .

The journal version has the disadvantages that the
transmitted string P W is longer than W and that the
verifier has to do more computations to find the substring
W . In particular, the verifier needs to perform L · Lpw
hamming distance computations compared to L computations in the conference version. One advantage of the
journal version is that two secret indices are used and [17]
suggests to use these indices to extend the authentication
protocol to a session key exchange protocol.
A. Security of the Slender PUF protocol
The security argument of the Slender PUF protocol
provided in [15], [17] relies on the fact that an attacker
does not have access to direct challenge and response pairs.
The Slender PUF Protocol uses XOR Lightweight Arbiter
PUFs in which the responses of multiple Arbiter PUFs
are XORed to generate a single output bit [20]. Unlike
in a classic XOR Arbiter PUF, in the XOR Lightweight
Arbiter PUF used in [15], [17] not all PUFs get the same
challenge. Instead, every uneven numbered PUF gets the
challenge applied in the reverse order, i.e, the challenge
bit for the first stage becomes the challenge bit for the
last stage and second challenge bit becomes the second to
last and so on. Otherwise the XOR Lightweight Arbiter
PUF is equal to the XOR Arbiter PUF.
XOR Arbiter PUFs are known to be much more resistant against machine learning attacks than simple Arbiter

successful runs
24/100
10/100
6/75
6/100

used inputs
7
21
200
56

execution time per run
≈ 23 minutes
<1 minute
≈ 210 minutes
<1 minute

PUFs [18]. However, the number of XORs that can be
used is limited since the reliability decreases with each
added XOR. In [17], a worst case unreliability of 24.7%,
34.6%, and 43.2% for an 2-input, 3-input and 4-input XOR
Lightweight Arbiter PUF with 64 stages respectively was
measured for their FPGA prototype. But as also pointed
out by Majzoobi et al. , much smaller error rates have been
reported for ASIC implementations [12]. While modeling
attacks on XOR Lightweight PUFs are more difficult than
on single Arbiter PUFs, model building attacks are still
possible if enough challenge and response pairs are known.
For their reference FPGA implementation in [17], empirical results show that for the used 3 XOR Lightweight PUF
64k challenges and responses are needed for a successful
machine learning attack. However, please note that this
result is only valid for their PUF measurements with the
very high error rate and only for their used ES machine
learning algorithms. If the used responses are more reliable
much fewer challenges are needed to accurately model a 3
XOR Lightweight Arbiter PUF. In the journal version it
was therefore assumed that Nmin = 64k response bits are
needed to model a 3 XOR Lightweight PUF that has an
unreliability of around 18%. In the conference version it
is assumed that at least Nmin = 5k responses are needed
to model a noise-free 4-XOR Lightweight PUF. Note that
in the literature it is reported that 12k challenges are
needed [18] and hence this assumption is chosen very
conservatively.
The main security argument why the Slender PUF
protocol is resistant to machine learning attacks is that
it would be computationally infeasible to compute enough
direct challenge and response pairs to model the used
XOR Lightweight Arbiter PUF [15], [17]. To get Nmin
challenges and responses, an attacker needs Nmin /Lsub
correct substrings W . To guess a substring W , an attacker
has to guess the indices ind1 and ind2 correctly for which
there are L · LP W possibilities. Therefore, for the used
values of L = 1300, Lsub = 1250 and LP W = 512, in
average:
N 
min
64000
1
1
· (L · LP W ) Lsub = · (1300 · 512)d 1250 e ≈ 21004
2
2
(11)
 64000 
guesses are needed to correctly guess 1250 = 52 correct
substrings W . Note that for each of these guesses the
attacker would need to perform a machine learning attack.
Hence, according to this analysis from [17], it would be
computational infeasible to attack the protocol using a
machine learning attack. Using the same logic, the number
of needed machine learning attacks against the conference
version of the protocol with L = 1024, Lsub = 256 and
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Nmin = 5k would be in average:
 Nmin 
5000
1
1
(12)
· (L Lsub ) = · (1024d 256 e ) ≈ 2199
2
2
However, we will show that ES-based machine learning
attacks on the protocols with these parameters are indeed
feasible. This is due to the fact that in an ES machine
learning attack the attacker does not need to guess the
correct indices ind1 and ind2 . Instead of trying to guess
the indices to get more than nmin challenges and response
pairs, the attacker can directly use the strings P W or W
as inputs to a CMA-ES based machine learning attack.
Hence, their first assumption, that for a successful machine
learning attack the attacker needs a certain amount of
direct challenges and responses is wrong.
B. ES-Machine Learning Attack on the Slender PUF protocol
As discussed in Section II-C, for a successful ES machine
learning attack on a PUF design, an attacker needs to be
able to model the underlying PUF and needs a fitness test
that can determine which PUF instances from a given set
of PUF instances are the fittest, i.e. which instances model
the PUF the best. In the Slender PUF protocol, the challenges and responses are never directly revealed. Hence,
an attacker cannot use the model accuracy as the fitness
test. Let us first take a look at the conference version of
the Slender PUF Protocol. In the conference version, the
substring Wi for challenge i of length Lsub is transmitted
without applying any padding. To find the correct index
ind, the verifier performs a maximum sequence alignment with his string Ri0 and Wi . That is, the verifier
0
computes for all possible indices ind all substrings Wi,j
0
and computes the hamming distance HD(Wi,j , Wi ). The
0
authentication passes if minj=1,..,Lsub (HD(Wi,j
, Wi )) < t.
One possibility for an attacker would be to use the same
method as the verifier for the fitness test. Assume the
attacker has eavesdropped (or initialized) n executions of
~ = W1 , ..., Wn
the protocol and collected n substrings W
and their corresponding challenges C1 , ..., Cn . To test
the fitness of a PUF instance generated during the ESmachine learning attack, the attacker computes responses
~ = R0 , .., Rn0 with R0 = P U Fmodel (Ci ). In the next
R
1
i
step the attacker performs a maximum sequence alignment
of the computed responses Ri0 with the eavesdropped
substrings Wi to find the minimum hamming distance for
every substring. These minimum hamming distances are
summed up and are used as a fitness metric f :
(
0
0
Ri,j
, .., Ri,j+|S|−1
,
if j ≤ L − Lsub
0
Wi,j
=
0
0
0
0
Ri,j , .., Ri,L , Ri,1 , ..Ri,j+Lsub −L , if j > L − Lsub
(13a)
n
X
0
f=
minj=1,..,Lsub (HD(Wi,j , Wi ))
(13b)
i=1

If the model accuracy of a PUF instance is high, it
is very likely that the minimal Hamming distance corresponds to the correct index and hence the fitness function

is a good fitness metric for this case. However, if the PUF
model accuracy is very low, it is possible that the correct
index might have a higher hamming distance than a false
index. In this case the wrong index is chosen and the
hamming distance is misleading. In our experiments this
method worked for attacking the protocol in conjunction
with a 2 XOR Lightweight PUF but was unsuccessful
when used in conjunction with a 3 XOR Lightweight
PUF. Therefore, this fitness function works for small PUF
instances such as the 2 XOR Lightweight Arbiter but for
larger PUF instances a better fitness function is needed.
The main disadvantage of the proposed fitness function
is that as long as the model accuracy of the PUF is low,
it is very likely that the wrong index is chosen during the
computation of f and hence the fitness value is misleading.
It is therefore advisable to find a fitness function that is
independent of the index ind and does not need a certain
minimum accuracy before becoming meaningful. This can
be achieved by using a fitness function based on the
~ = W1 , .., Wn . In
hamming weight HW () of the strings W
the first step the attacker computes the hamming weights
hWi of the strings Wi , i.e., the number of ones in Wi . Since
Wi is a subset of Ri , the hamming distance of Ri can be
written as:
hRi = HW (Ri ) = HW (Wi ) + HW (Ri /Wi )
The hamming weight of n PUF response bits follows
(ideally) a binomial distribution B(n, p) with p being the
probability that a response is one and n being the number
of response bits. In an unbiased PUF an output of one
and zero is equally likely and hence p = 0.5. Therefore hri
can be seen as hWi plus a binomial distributed random
variable hnoise ∼ B(L − Lsub , 0.5):
hRi = HW (Wi ) + HW (Ri /Wi ) = hWi + hnoise
Correspondingly, for the hamming distance of the computed response string Ri0 :
hRi0 = HW (Wi0 ) + HW (Ri0 /Wi0 ) = hWi0 + h0noise
To test the fitness of a PUF model the attacker com~ 0 and computes the hamming
putes the response strings R
~
weights hw = hw1 , .., hwn and h~0R = hR10 , .., hRn0 . The
output of the fitness function f is the person correlation
coefficient corr() between h~w and h~0R :
~ ,R
~ 0 ) = corr(HW (W
~ ), HW (R
~ 0 ))
f (W
~ )
= corr(h~W , h~R0 ) = corr(h~W , h~W 0 + hnoise

(14)

The more accurate a tested PUF model is, the smaller
~ and R
~ 0 and hence also the
is the difference between R
0
~ and W
~ . Hence, the correlation codifference between W
efficient of corr(h~W , h~R0 ) increases with increasing model
accuracies. Therefore the this fitness function based on
hamming weights and correlation coefficient can be used as
an efficient and reliable fitness test for a CMA-ES attack.
We performed a CMA-ES machine learning attack based
on this fitness function with the default parameters of
L = 1024 and Lsub = 256 and a noise-free 4 XOR
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Lightweight PUF as suggested in [15]. We were able to
attack the protocol using 600k inputs. That is, 600k strings
Wi of size Lsub = 256 were used and for each Wi the
attacker needs to compute L = 1024 response bits for
Ri0 . We also tested the attack on a very noisy 3 XOR
Lightweight PUF by adding a Gaussian random variable
to each simulated delay differences ∆D, which is the
same approach as used in Section III-D. We added as
much noise so that in average 23% of the response bits
of the 3 XOR Lightweight PUF switched. This is more
than the noise observed by the FPGA implementation of
the journal version for a stable power supply and much
more than can be expected from an ASIC implementation.
We were able to attack this very noisy PUF using 60k
inputs. If a noise free 3 XOR Lightweight PUF is used the
same attack works with around 30k inputs. Hence, while
noise increases the attack complexity and decreases the
achieved model accuracy, the impact is relatively small
compared to the large amount of noise that was added.
This is due to the fact that there is already a lot of
~ . The added noise due to the
noise present due to hnoise
unreliability of the PUF therefore has not as much impact
since the fitness function was particularly chosen to allow
for noise. Hence, the attack in general is still feasible in the
presence of substantial noise. An overview of the attack
for different parameters can be found in Table VI. In
these experiments an independent set of 10k challenges
and responses without any noise was used to determine
the resulting model accuracy of the attack.
To speed up the computation time it is advisable to
stop unsuccessful CMA-ES runs early. We used the global
mutation parameter σ of the CMA-ES in conjunction
with the correlation coefficient as a stop criteria. In our
experiments, a run which did not have a certain correlation
coefficient when the global mutation parameter σ of the
CMA-ES fell below 0.7 was unlikely to converge to an
acceptable model accuracy. We therefore used this global
mutation parameter in conjunction with the correlation
coefficient to stop unsuccessful runs early. This can significantly increase the computation time. Successful runs were
aborted at a global mutation parameter of 0.3 although
running for more generation would have resulted in slightly
better model accuracies. Whether or not a run was successful can be determined based on the achieved correlation
coefficient, since successful runs have a significantly higher
correlation coefficient than unsuccessful runs. The results
in Table VI are the average results of attacks on different
PUF instances. The simulations were performed on an
AMD Opteron 6276 cluster in which one node had 64 cores
and 16 cores were used for each run. Most of the time all
64 cores of the node were used by different simulations.
C. Attacking the journal version
In the journal version of the Slender PUF protocol a
padded string P W is transmitted instead of W . In [17] the
proposed parameters for a 64 stage 3 XOR Lightweight
PUF with a best case unreliability of 18% and worst

case unreliability of 34.6% are L = 1300, Lsub = 1250
and LP W = 512. Please note that these parameters were
chosen due to the particular noisy PUF used in [17]. In
principle, the same attack as described for the conference
version of the protocol can be used to attack the journal
version. The only difference is that the attacker does not
know Wi as only the padded string P Wi is revealed during
the protocol execution. Nevertheless, the same fitness
function as in the conference version can be used by simply
computing the hamming distance of P Wi instead of Wi .
The hamming weight of P Wi is
hP Wi = HW (Wi ) + HW (Pi ) = hWi + hPi
with Pi being the padding bits. The fitness function can
therefore be written as:
~ 0 ) = corr(hP~W , h~R0 )
f (P~W , R
i
~
~
~
~ )
0
= corr(hW + hP , hW + hnoise

(15)

Since the padding bits Pi are identically distributed
random bits, hPi is a random variable with
hPi ∼ B(LP W , 0.5) which just like hnoise adds noise
to the fitness function. Due to the parameter selection of
L = 1300, Lsub = 1250 and LP W = 512 the noise in the
fitness function of the journal version is actually much
smaller than the conference version, since the noise terms
are hPi =∼ B(512, 0.5) and hnoise ∼ B(50, 0.5) while
the signal term is hWi ∼ B(1250, 0.5) for the journal
version. In comparison, in the conference version the
noise term is hnoise ∼ B(768, 0.5) while the signal term is
only hWi ∼ B(256, 0.5). Hence, the signal to noise ratio is
actually higher in the journal version.
Therefore less inputs are needed for attacking the journal version. Attacking the journal version in conjunction
with a noise-free 4 XOR Lightweight PUF was possible
with 300k inputs while only 20k inputs were needed to
attack the protocol when a 3 XOR Lightweight PUF with
an unreliability of 23% was used. An overview of the attack
for different parameters can be found in Table VII.
The results show that the Slender PUF protocol can
be attacked using machine learning attacks despite the
fact that the security argument provided in [15], [17]
suggests that it is computationally infeasible to attack
the protocol. While the attack complexity increases significantly compared to an attack on a plain XOR Lightweight
PUF, the attack complexity is far from computationally
infeasible. Hence, the Slender PUF protocol only increases
the machine learning resistance of a PUF but does not
prevent the attacks for the proposed parameters. The main
pitfall done in the security argument of the Slender PUF
protocol is that it is assumed that an attacker needs direct
challenge and responses for a successful machine learning
attack. However, as our attacks shows, direct challenges
and responses are not needed. Other metrics such as the
hamming weight can also be used. It is therefore not
enough to show that an attacker does not have access
to direct challenges and responses to show the resistance
against machine learning attacks.
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TABLE VI
Results of the CMA-ES attack on the conference version. The numbers are the average of “number of attacked instances”
independent attacks.
XORs
3
3
3
4
4

stages
64
64
64
64
64

unreliability
0
0
23%
0
29%

used inputs
30·103
40·103
60·103
600·103
1.2·106

model accuracy
95.8%
96.6%
87.7%
97.2%
92.3%

needed runs
8.6
2.9
2.4
3.9
2.8

attack time
7.1h
4.2h
7.0h
92.7h
155h

TABLE VII
Results of the CMA-ES attack on the journal version. The numbers are the average of “number of attacked instances”
independent attacks.
XORs
3
3
3
3
4
4

stages
64
64
64
64
64
64

unreliability
0
0
23%
23%
0%
29%

used inputs
10·103
20·103
20·103
30·103
300·103
400·103

The presented results show that the security gain of the
Slender PUF protocol compared to a plain PUF is not
as great as expected. The Slender PUF protocol should
therefore only be used in conjunction with PUFs that are
already very resistant to machine learning attacks. If the
used PUF on the other hand is not very resistant against
machine learning attacks, such as a 4 XOR Lightweight
PUF, the Slender PUF protocol can be attacked with
reasonable resources and number of inputs. However, this
requirement is a bit contradicting: For the protocol to
work, the verifier needs to be able to build an accurate
software model of the PUF. At the same time, the PUF
should be very resistant against machine learning attacks.
This seems hard to achieve in practice.
V. Conclusion
In this paper we have demonstrate, by attacking the
reverse fuzzy extractor and the Slender PUF protocol, how
powerful machine learning attacks can be. The main lesson
learned is that machine learning attacks are possible even
if no direct challenges and responses are available to an
attacker. Access to highly obfuscated responses such as
the substrings in the Slender PUF protocol or the helper
data of error correction codes can be enough to perform an
ES-based machine learning attack. A common pitfall when
evaluating the security of PUFs is to assume that a certain
number of direct challenges and responses are needed for
a successful machine learning attack. However, as demonstrated in this paper, direct challenges and responses are
not always needed to perform machine learning attacks.
Highly obfuscated responses can still be used to accurately
model a PUF. Therefore, evaluating the security of a
PUF based protocol is significantly more difficult than
determining the number of direct challenges and responses
an attacker has access to.
Furthermore, our attack also demonstrates how useful
ES based machine learning algorithms are for attacking
PUF protocols. On plain XOR Arbiter PUFs Logistic
Regression based machine learning attacks outperform ES

model accuracy
97.0%
97.5%
88.0%
89.8%
96.9%
92.5%

needed runs
12.5
2.2
4.3
1.6
1.6
2

attack time
9.3h
3.6h
6.5h
4.3h
30.3h
48.0h

algorithms [18]. However, since ES is a black-box optimizer, the attacker has a lot of flexibility when choosing
the fitness function since the fitness function does not need
to be of any particular form. Hence, ES machine learning
attacks are especially well suited for cases in which the
attacker does not have direct access to the challenge and
response pairs.
The attack on the reverse fuzzy extractor also demonstrates how much valuable information helper data from
error correction codes can contain. The important point
is that these error correction codes do not necessarily
need to leak the individual response bits to be useful for
an attacker. The information which challenges are more
robust than others can be used for a machine learning
algorithm as well. This is especially problematic for error
correction codes such as linear codes that directly reveal
which bits have flipped if the same challenge is applied
twice. Hence, when choosing error correction codes for
delay based PUFs, machine learning attacks need to be
carefully considered. In particular, our results have direct impact on the security of controlled PUFs, since in
controlled PUFs helper data of error correction codes are
similarly leaked as in the reverse fuzzy extractor.
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